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Spring 2014

A STAGE OF ONE’S OWN
Reed Roberts
against ravages the progressive thinking that saturates liberal communities like the one
as acceptance and diversity, Hellgate High School remained always a place of hormonal
Finding a group of like-minded individuals to associate with would defend you against
meant that you were considered a failure your peers’ eyes, but you also were prey for the
bully’s, the fear mongers, and the disreputable gym teachers; strength in numbers, death
hall is fairly atypical of the traditional high school experience. But that was how it was at
Hellgate High. We (perhaps delusional) thespians regarded ourselves as the elite, and that
from feeling protected. Unlike most others, if the social pressures ever became too great,
we had a retreat, a home base if you will, where we could escape.
Rothwell, our drama teacher/life coach, was a bald, thick-chested man with a fondness for
Altoids, salmon colored tee shirts, and had an unconscious habit of rubbing his nipples
when waxing poetic. Memories of Rothwell and of his auditorium are hard to separate at
standing precariously atop a ladder, twenty feet in the air, rigging lights for the next show.
No matter where you were in the 500-seat house, you could hear the echo of his grizzly
for better or for worse, would not have been stuck with this elitist outlook on life.
from throwing rings of keys at students for forgetting their props to tossing teachers out
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of his auditorium for putting their feet on the seats, his word was law. Despite this, as a
high school student, it is an unspoken rule that rules are meant to be circumnavigated,
by any means possible if need be. We, the minions of Rothwell, may have taken this
right well, we were as promiscuous as we were elitist. We experimented with each other,
and condemned the rest of the school for not liberating themselves as we did.
Outside our comfortable home away from home, we were stoics, inside we became
our untheatrical peers.
Mr. Rothwell is dead now and the theater now bears his name. As he lay dying, the

said to me were, “Reed. My good man, indeed, a great man. Keep acting kid, the stage
Rothwell’s stage, and the auditorium so important to him, will never be the same without
that strange and brilliant man.
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